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Abstract
Computed tomography (CT) is a widely used nondestructive testing (NDT) technique formaterial
research, paleontology research and other fields. However, it is difficult for CT to reconstruct flat
objects at highmagnification ratios. Computed laminography (CL) enables high-resolution imaging
forflat objects due to its unique scanning geometry. A challenging task for CL image reconstruction is
to deal with the cross-section artifacts resulting from the incomplete projection data acquired from
theCL scan. An effectivemulti-scale fusion reconstruction algorithmofCT andCLwas proposed in
this paper. The algorithm combining the advantages of the two scanning geometries, low-resolution
CTdatawas used to compensate for the datamissing inCL projection domain, and the cross-section
artifacts were reduced. Experiments on paleontological fossils andmultilayer printed circuit boards
(PCB)were performed, where CT andCL data fromdifferent systems and scanning conditions. The
results showed that themethod can effectively suppress the cross-section artifacts of CL and obtain
high-resolution reconstructed images.

1. Introduction

X-rayCT imaging is irreplaceable inmedicine, industry, archaeological research and even security inspection.
CToriginated in the 1970s andwasmainly used in biomedicalfields at that time [1, 2]. Since the 1980s, CThas
been popular inmaterial analysis, structural analysis, defect detection [3, 4]. In the recent years, higher
machining accuracy and defect detection of plate devices (such as PCB) are required in the development of
aerospace,microelectronics and other industries.With the continuous development of archaeology, higher
precision nondestructive testing instruments have gradually become an urgent need. Therefore, higher
precision imaging is one of themain development directions in the field ofNDT.

WhenCT scans a largeflat object such as PCB and paleontological fossils, in order to avoid collision, the
X-ray tube cannot get too close to the object. Furthermore, the X-ray energymust be high enough to penetrate
the thickest direction of the object [5]. So, CT usually only can get a relatively low-resolution image of the object
[6]. In aCL scanning, the X-ray source can always close to the flat object and theX-ray energy of CL does not
need to be too high, so it can get reconstructed images with high spatial and contrast resolution. CL has been
widely used in high resolution reconstruction offlat objects. TheCL scanning setup adopted in our experiments
is illustrated infigure 1 [7].

CL is a kind of CTwith special architecture [8]. Due to the limited scanning angle, CL cannot obtain
complete projection data, which results in serious cross-section artifacts in the reconstructed images.
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There aremany researches on limited-angle problem, butmany of them are filters and regularization
algorithms designed based on the prior information of the scanned object itself [9, 10], including objects with the
uniformity ofmaterial or regular internal shapes like circuit boards, etc But inmany cases, thematerial
distribution of objects is not uniform and the shape is irregular (such as fossils), so it is difficult for the algorithm
relying on prior information to play a satisfactory effect.

Theoretically, low-resolutionCTprojection datawith complete data can be used to compensate for the
missing information inCL projection domain. In this paper, the idea of fusing CT andCL projection data is
proposed to obtain high resolution reconstructed images with less artifacts. Different from algorithms that rely
on prior information, fusion reconstruction does not need to use any prior information, so it can have better
practicability.

In this work, we proposed amulti-scale fusion reconstruction algorithmbased on ordered subset
simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (OS-SART) [11]. The algorithm can not only unify the
reconstruction resolution, but also greatly reduce the huge amount of computation caused by super-resolution
reconstruction. At the same time, point cloud registration and energy calibration algorithms are introduced to
solve the problemof projection datamismatch caused by different systems, which greatly improves the
universality of themethod. Fusion reconstruction can combine the advantages of CT andCL tomake the
reconstruction result better than eithermethod. The experimental results showed that thismethod can
significantly suppress the cross-section artifacts of CL, greatly improve the quality of reconstructed images, and
has high application value.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, thewhole flowof fusion reconstruction algorithm is given;
the formula and algorithmdetails are introduced. The proposedmethod is validated by simulation aswell as by
application to actual datasets in section 3, respectively. Conclusions and discussion are given at the end of the
paper.

2.Methodology

2.1.Multi-scale reconstruction algorithm
The consistency of CT andCL reconstruction image resolution is crucial for subsequent geometric registration,
energy calibration andfinal fusion reconstruction. CL usually has amuch higher resolution thanCT. If the field
of view (FOV) of aCT scan is reconstructedwith the same voxel size as CL, the scale of the data and the
computation cost are usually unacceptable. Fortunately, only the region of interest (ROI)which ismuch smaller
than the FOVof theCT scan needs to be reconstructedwith high resolution (calledfine-grained reconstruction).
In this work, amulti-scale reconstruction algorithmwas developed. Fine-grained voxels were used in ROI and
coarse-grained voxels were used in other regions. The example is shown infigure 2. The similar idea named
mixed resolution reconstructions based on simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) [12]was
used inASTRAToolbox [13].

Themulti-scale reconstruction in this workwas based onOS-SART algorithm. The realizationmethod and
formula ofmulti-scale reconstruction algorithmwere shownbelow.

The coarse-grained global object is assumed to be f ,G and the ROI ismarkedwith amask f ,mask where
fmask=0 for voxels inside theROI, and fmask=1 for voxels outside theROI. Then create afine-grained 3D voxel

Figure 1.CL geometry. (a)The architecture of theCL system; (b)TheCL equipment.
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corresponding to the ROI and set it to f .H Themulti-scaleOS-SART reconstruction formula is as follows:
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ROI, k is the number of iterations. AG and AH are the systemmatrices of coarse-grained voxel andfine-grained
voxel, respectively. pG

k and pH
k are the line integral of the coarse-grained voxel values and the fine-grained voxel

values in the k th iteration, respectively. Gl and Hl are the relaxing factor, Cs is the projection subset, a j+ is the
weight accumulation of the j th voxel in a projection subset, ai+ is theweight accumulation of the i th ray in a
projection subset.

During the programming implementation of reconstruction algorithm, ai+ is usually defined as the length
of reconstruction space traversed by ray, whichmeans that aHi+ and aGi+ calculated in reconstruction space with
different resolutions are inconsistent, which is incorrect inmulti-scale reconstruction. So, it should be noted
that in themulti-scale reconstruction formula, the sum aHi+ of theweights of ray I in formula (5) in the
projection subset needs to be replaced by aGi+ in Formula (4).

2.2. Geometrical registration
Tomake the reconstructed objects coincide, the geometric coordinates of the two systemsmust be adjusted in
the fusion reconstruction of CT andCL. The variety of scanned itemsmade it challenging to automatically
extract 3D attributes with accuracy. Also, it was challenging to automatically recognize and locate the feature
structure of the objects due to cross-section artifacts of CL.

Rough registrationwas the initial phase of this work. For two independent CT andCL scanners, due to the
difference in scanning geometry, the object reconstructed by themmay bemirrored in a certain dimension,
which cannot be registered only by rotation and shift, so it is necessary tomanually adjust the parameters of the
CT reconstruction system. Sometimes, due to the different starting angles of CT scanning, the CT reconstructed
objectmay be perpendicular to theCL reconstructed object. It is also possible tomanually adjust the
reconstructed starting Angle to roughly align the areas of interest of CT andCL reconstructed results. These are
all tasks that need to be carried out in the rough registration stage. Rough registration can not only reduce the
difficulty of subsequent fine registration, but also improve the accuracy of the registration algorithm. Then the
feature (such as the copper column, hole and fossil cracks, etc) of every reconstructed slice is extracted by edge
extraction algorithm. All the extracted slice features weremerged into three-dimensional features and convert
them into point cloud data, then the closest point iteration (ICP) algorithm [14]was used for registration, as
shown infigure 3. For calculating the transformationmatrix (including rotationmatrix and translationmatrix),
the ICP algorithm employed an iterative technique and gradually got closer to the ideal registration result.When
the point cloud noise isminimal, the ICP algorithm can produce good results, but it is sensitive to the initial
position of the calibrated point cloud.

It should be noted that if two scans (CTandCL) can be completed on the same scanner, the coarse
registration is not necessary. Additionally, if the geometric parameters are exact enough, the fine registration
stagemight not even be necessary.

Figure 2.Amulti-scale reconstruction algorithm example.
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2.3. Energy calibration
The linear attenuation coefficient of the reconstructed image is related to the X-ray energy, and the fusion
reconstruction algorithmneeds to ensure that the results reconstructed byCT andCL are consistent.

However, the projection data of CT andCL come fromdifferent scanning conditions, and the scanning
trajectory andX-ray energy are greatly different. In addition, the X-ray usually has awide energy spectrum and is
easily affected by reconstruction artifacts (cross-section artifacts, scattering and beamhardening) [15], so it is
difficult to accurately unify the results reconstructed byCT andCL.

After geometric calibration, objects were reconstructed respectively byCT andCL at the same resolution,
and then themean values of the same sub-regions were calculated respectively. Based on the average value of CT,
a linearmapping relationship betweenCL line attenuation coefficient and projection datawas established, thus
completing energy calibration. TakingCT as an example, the calibration formula is as follows,

p
f

f
p , 6CL

CT

CL

CL¢ =
¢

¢
´ ( )

where f
CT
¢ represents the average value of the specifiedCT subregion, and f

CL
¢ represents the average value of

the specifiedCL subregion.

2.4.Multi-scale fusion reconstruction algorithm
After geometric registration and energy correction, thefinalmulti-scale fusion reconstruction algorithm is the
superposition of twomulti-scale reconstruction algorithms that share the ROI.

In themulti-scale fusion reconstruction algorithm, the number of subsets divided byCT andCL is the same
(the number of projection angles within subsetsmay be different, depending on the specific scanning strategy).
CT andCL alternate forward and backward-projection, working together to update the fine-grained voxels in
the ROI region. CT andCL renew the coarse-grained voxels in their own regions respectively.

The aforementioned procedure formulti-scale fusion reconstruction algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm1.

Algorithm1Multi-scale FusionReconstruction Algorithm

Input:Projection data pCT and p ,CL the number of iterations N , the number of projection subsets S.

Output:Result of fusion reconstruction f .H

1: Formula (1)-(5)was used to reconstruct CL andCT:
f f MultiScale SART p N S

f f MultiScale SART p N S
_ , _ _ , ,

_ , _ _ , ,
.G CL H CL CL

G CT H CT CT

¬
¬

[ ] ( )
[ ] ( )

2: ICP algorithmwas used for registration and transformationmatrixwas obtained.

matrix ICP f f_ , _ .Trans H CT H CL¬ ( )
3:Geometrical registration

f f MultiScale SART p matrix N S_ , _ _ , , , .G CT H CT CT Trans¢ ¢ ¬[ ] ( )
4: Energy calibration

p
subregion mean f

subregion mean f
p

_ _

_ _
.CL

H CT

H CL
CL¢ ¬

¢
´

( )
( )

5: Fusion reconstruct:

for k in [0,N-1]
for s in [0, S-1]

Figure 3.The left figure shows the two objects after rough registration and the right figure shows the result after fine registrationwith
ICP algorithm.
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(Continued.)

Algorithm1Multi-scale FusionReconstruction Algorithm

f f MultiScale SART oneSubset p s

f f MultiScale SART oneSubset p matrix s
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_ , _ _ , ,

G CL H
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G CT H
k

CT Trans
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[ ] ( )

/

end for

end for

3. Results and discussion

This section first used a simulated circuit board phantom to demonstrate the cross-section artifact of CL and
analyze the result of fusion reconstruction. The simulated PCB-phantom ismade up of ten layers of various
circuits spaced apart by air. Following that,multilayer printed circuit boards and ancient fish scales were used in
tests using actual data.

3.1. Simulated circuit board phantom
Each circuit layer and air layer of the simulation circuit board phantomwere 10 layers, the size of the phantom
was 1024× 1024× 190 and the voxel sizewas 1.1× 1.1× 1.1 mm 3.

The scan and reconstruction parameters are shown in tables 1 and 2.
According to the calculation of amplification ratio, theminimumvoxel that CT can actually reconstruct was

9.12 mm andCL can actually reconstruct was 1.08 m.m To facilitate comparison, the reconstructed voxel size
was unified as 1.1 μm.Because the amount of data in the simulation experiment was small, themulti-scale
algorithmwas not used here.

Figure 4 displays thefindings of the reconstruction. By contrasting figures 4(a)–(c), it is clear that CT
reconstruction results are clearly blurred due to its inadequate amplification ratio andCL reconstruction results
have significant cross-section artifacts, whereas fusion reconstruction significantly improves the quality of
reconstructed images while preserving the longitudinal structure of objects.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposedmethod, 1Dprofiles of the images reconstructed by
differentmethods are shown infigure 5.We can see that the reconstructed gray values of the proposedmethod
aremore accurate.

As shown in thefigure 6, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [16] and the structural similarity (SSIM) [17]
were used to analyze the quality of CT, CL and fusion reconstruction.

Both SSIM and PSNR results of fusion reconstructionwere significantly higher than those of CT andCL in
figure 6. This shows that the fusion of the projection data of the two systems canmake up for the defects of CT
andCL respectively, so as to reconstruct results superior to those of either system.

3.2. Fish fossil
Fossils are the remains andmoving remains of ancient animals and plants that have been compressed and
deposited over a long period of time. They are usually encased in rocks, so the paleontological information
preserved by fossils ismainly hidden inside them. In the earliest days of fossil research, researchers used grinding
method [18] to analyze the internal structure of fossils. The grindingmethod involves cutting and grinding the

Table 1. Simulation circuit board phantom scan parameters inCT andCL.

Source to object distance Source to detector distance Detector unit size Phantom size

CT 51 mm 710 mm 127 mm 1.1 mm
CL 7.89 mm 359.85 mm 49.5 mm 1.1 mm

Table 2.Reconstruction parameters of Simulation circuit board phantom.

Number of reconstructed voxels Number of projected pixels Voxel size Iterations

CT 1024× 1024× 190 512× 512× 360 1.1 mm 20

CL 1024× 1024× 190 1024× 1024× 360 1.1 mm 20

Fusion 1024× 1024× 190 512× 512× 360 1.1 mm 20

1024× 1024× 360
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fossil layer by layer to observe andmap the structure of the fossil site, and finally combining each layer to obtain
3D information about the fossil’s interior. Thismethod consumes a lot ofmanpower and requires a high
technical level for operators.Meanwhile, the accuracy of the 3D structure of the fossil based on thismethod is
also limited.Most importantly, thismethod destroys fossils, which has led to the popularity of nondestructive
testing based onX-rays as an important tool in paleontological research.

Modern fish can use several behaviors to produce a large number of different activity traces, but such traces
caused by fish cannot be fossilized for various reasons, and even if they are fossilized, theymay bemisinterpreted
as activity traces of other organisms [19]. A better understanding offish fossils is needed to better understand the
marine and continental fossil records. Through the study offish fossils, we can reconstruct the ancient fishes and

Figure 4. Simulated circuit board and the reconstruction results. The Phantom, CT and Fusion show the displaywindows [0, 1], and
the CL show the displaywindows [0, 0.6].

Figure 5.The reconstruction results were compared in line 450 of the 105th slice.
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their related paleoenvironments, and infer the composition and origin offishes in a specific period, which is of
great significance to the study ofmarine fish paleobiogeography and reveal the evolution process offishes [20].

As shown infigure 7, the projection data used herewereCT andmicroscopic CL scans of afish fossil with
numerous scales. In this experiment, CT scanner is produced byGE (General Electric Company), CL scanner
from the Institute ofHigh Energy Physics of theChinese Academy of Sciences.

As can be seen from table 3, X-ray penetration requiresmore energy because of the higher density of fossils.
So, the X-ray tube power of CT is 4 times that of CL. Due to the flat shape of the fossil, themagnification ratio of
CT is only 2.78 times, while that of CL can reach 14 times.

Table 4 shows the reconstruction parameters offish scale fossils. According to the calculation of the
amplification ratio in the scanning parameters, theminimumvoxel size that CT scan reconstruct is about
72 μm, andCL can reconstruct theminimumvoxel size is about 9 μm.The size of the voxel in the ROI region is
the same for all three reconstruction approaches (CT,CL, and fusion reconstruction), but the size of the coarse-
grained voxel in the other regions is dependent on the quantity of data thatwas actually computed. This is
accomplished using amulti-scale reconstruction algorithm. Because the projection and reconstruction data are
too big in fusion reconstruction, the coarse-grained size is further expanded in this experiment.

Figure 8 compares the outcomes of reconstructing fish scale fossils. The graywindow range of CL infigure 8
differs from that of CT. This is due to the lower ray energy used for CL scanning compared toCT,which

Figure 6.PSNR and SSIMof CT,CL and Fusion reconstruction results at the 104th layer.

Figure 7. Fossil offish.

Table 3. Scanning parameters offish scale fossils inCT andCL.

Tube voltage Tube current Detector unit size Detector cells Exposure time Number of views Amplification ratio

CT 150 kV 120 μA 200 μm 2000× 2000 1 s 1800 2.78

CL 90 kV 50 μA 127 μm 1920× 1536 1 s 720 14.11
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produces results with a higher gray scale and awider graywindow range. The gray level of the fusion
reconstruction findings was consistent with those of CT reconstruction since energy calibration onCL
projection datawas done before fusion reconstruction.

It can be seen from the overall three views figures 8(a)–(c) that the fusion reconstruction perfectlymaintains
the overall structure of CT and greatly reduces the cross-section artifacts of CL. By comparing the detail, it can be
seen that the CTwith the original resolution of 72 μmstill could not reconstruct thefine cracks of the fossil after
the super-resolution reconstruction of 9 μm.CL can show the cracks clearly. The results of fusion
reconstruction retain the advantage of high resolution of CL, and the crack area is still very clear. For the fossil
fish scale, the outer scale structure is one of the important parts to be studied. The cross-section artifacts of CL
make it difficult to distinguish the scale structure from the external air.Meanwhile, the scale structure
reconstructed byCTwillmiss a lot of details. By comparing the detail images figure 8 on the side, the results of
fusion reconstruction are richer than those of CT reconstructionwhile retaining clear edge structures.

It can be seen that the effect of fusion reconstruction is better than either of CT andCL reconstruction. In the
field of nondestructive testing of fossils, one of themain needs is to be able to segment thewhole fossil and each
part of the fossil at a high resolution.However, CT cannotmeet the needs of detailed fossil segmentation, andCL
cannotmeet the needs of overall fossil segmentation. Fusion reconstruction is a viable option for dealingwith
this issue.

Due to the high density of the fossil itself, CT requires high-energy rays in order to penetrate the thickest part
of the fossil, whichwill lead to poor density resolution of reconstructed images. CL can use low energy rays, so it
has good density resolution. From the comparison of (a) and (b) infigure 9, it can be seen that the fossil

Figure 8.Comparison of fish scale fossil reconstruction results. (a)CTmulti-scale reconstruction; (b)CLmulti-scale reconstruction;
(c)Multi-scale fusion reconstruction. The (a), (b) and (c) show the displaywindows [0, 0.11], [0, 0.16], and [0, 0.11], respectively.

Table 4.Reconstruction parameters offish scale fossils.

Coarse-grained voxels Fine-grained voxels Iterations

CT 2000× 2000× 1000 / 72 μm 1277× 1277× 800 / 9 μm 20

CL 800× 800× 656 / 36 μm 1277× 1277× 800 / 9 μm 20

Fusion 1000× 1000× 500 / 144 μm (CT) 1277× 1277× 800 / 9 μm 20

550× 550× 200 / 72 μm (CL)
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reconstructed byCL has a higher density of white dots. Infigure 9(c), the results of fusion reconstruction also
maintain the density resolution advantage of CL.

3.3.Multilayer printed circuit board
Miniaturization and integration have dominated the design ofmany electronic gadgets as a result of the
industry’s explosive growth inmobile internet use. The number of layers of PCB started to stack aswell as the
precision and complexity of the PCBmanufacturing process rose year after year in order to boost the
effectiveness of space utilization. In order to assess the correctness of circuit board fabrication, NDT is becoming
more andmore crucial [21]. The PCBwiring, drilling, and othermachining accuracy informationmay be
accurately and effectively obtained from a high-precision reconstructed image, which is of considerable
relevance for the advancement and iteration of itsmachining technology. The experiment ofmultiscale fusion

Figure 9.Contrast of white high-density dots. (a)CTmulti-scale reconstruction; (b)CLmulti-scale reconstruction; (c)Multi-scale
fusion reconstruction. The (a), (b) and (c) show the displaywindows [0, 0.11], [0, 0.16], and [0, 0.11], respectively.

Table 5.Multilayer PCB scan parameters inCT andCL.

Tube voltage Tube current Detector unit size Detector cells Exposure time Number of views Amplification ratio

CT 90 kV 85 μA 127 μm 1024× 1024 1 s 360 14.43

CL 110 kV 36 μA 49.5 μm 2940× 2304 1 s 360 45

Table 6.Reconstruction parameters ofmultilayer PCB.

Coarse-grained voxels Fine-grained voxels Iterations

CT 1240× 1240× 1240 / 8.8 μm 1727× 1727× 2000 / 1.1 μm 20

CL 1000× 1000× 500 / 4.4 μm 1727× 1727× 2000 / 1.1 μm 20

Fusion 1240× 1240× 1240 / 8.8 μm (CT) 1727× 1727× 2000 / 1.1 μm 20

1000× 1000× 500 / 4.4 μm (CL)

Figure 10.Photograph of the PCB and its internal structure.
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reconstruction formultilayer PCBwas carried out in this work. In this experiment, bothCT andCL scanner are
from the Institute ofHigh Energy Physics of theChinese Academy of Sciences.The PCBused in the experiment
and its internal structure are shown infigure 10.

As can be seen from table 5, because PCB is simpler to penetrate than fossils, and the circuit boards used in
the experiment are smaller in size, CT andCL reconstruction accuracy is quite high, amongwhich the size of CL
per voxel is only 1.1 μm.

Table 6 is the reconstruction parameters ofmulti-layer PCB, and themeanings of each parameter are the
same as table 4. Thefine-grained voxel size of ROIwas 1.1 μm.OS-SART algorithmwas used for 20 iterations of
the reconstruction results, and the reconstruction results of the fine-grained ROI in the three reconstruction
methodswere compared at last. The following images compares the ultimate outcomes.

The comparison of reconstruction results ofmulti-layer circuit board is shown in figure 11. It can be seen
from the three views of the PCB that the cross-section artifacts of CLmake it impossible to see the interlayer
structure of the PCB, and only two through-holes can be seen.However, the copper wire reconstructed byCL is
clearer thanCT.While fusion reconstruction keeps the reconstructed object clear, it greatly reduces the cross-
section artifacts, and completely reconstructs the interlayer structure of PCB. Especially for the copper structure
found inside the circuit board, fusion reconstruction offers greater accuracy and clarity.

As shown infigure 12, the area circled in red is the part of circuit board through hole disconnection. CL
cannot reconstruct the information of longitudinal copper columndisconnection, but fusion reconstruction
restores this structural featurewith the projection data of CT.

Figure 11.Comparison ofmultilayer PCB reconstruction results. The displaywindows are [0, 1.15].

Figure 12.Comparison ofmultilayer PCB reconstruction results. The displaywindows are [0, 1.5].
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4. Conclusion

In this study, amulti-scale fusion reconstruction technique of CT andCLwas developed. This algorithm
effectively suppressed the interlayer structuremissing and cross-section artifacts brought on by insufficient data
inCL reconstruction. Through the actual data experiment offish scale fossil andmulti-layer PCB, it could be
seen that the result of fusion reconstructionwas superior to either of CT andCL in structure or in detail, which
fully proves the effectiveness of fusion reconstruction. In addition, the CT andCL projection data used in this
paper come from two different scanner, which also verifies the universality and practical value of the algorithm.

The fusion algorithmput forward in this research can be used tomore diverse fields, such as the fusion
reconstruction of CTdatawith two distinct resolutions, which can be utilized to lessen reconstruction
truncation artifacts. The benefits of the reconstruction outcomes under various scanning trajectories can also be
combined through the fusion reconstruction of CTdata fromvarious robotic arms.

The iterative reconstruction algorithm requiresmore computation, while the computation of fusion
reconstructionwas about 3 times that of ordinary iterative reconstruction under the condition of the same
amount of data. Consequently, the primary issue that should be considered in this approach is the
reconstruction time cost. This technique hasmany potentials uses in disciplines like paleontology and the
detection of critical component defects that are not time-sensitive.
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